The structures of heterocyclic complexes ruled by hydrogen bonds and halogen interactions: interaction strength and IR modes.
In this work, the existence of multiple interactions in heterocyclic complexes of C2H4O⋯nHCCl3 and C2H4S⋯nHCCl3 with n=2 and 3 was unveiled at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The forward analyses of the vibrational spectra revealed the appearing of red-shifts in the H-C bond. In agreement with this and through the optimized geometries of these systems, an increase in the H-C bond length was also observed. Besides O⋯H and S⋯H, other hydrogen bonds formed between chlorine⋯hydrogen and mainly the halogen interactions formed by chlorine⋯chlorine were identified. Thereby, the vibration spectra of the heterocyclic complexes were reanalyzed with the purpose to locate new red-shifts, although only those characterized in H-C have been detected up to then. In addition to the correlation between the frequencies shifted to downward values followed by increases in the bond lengths, the interpretation of the red-shifts was conducted by means of the Bent rule of the hybridization theory. The interaction strength was examined in several viewpoints, and one of them was the relationship between the H-bond energies and the intermolecular electronic density computed by means of the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM). Moreover, the prediction of the interaction strength was also made through the combination between vibration modes (red-shifts) and variation of topological parameters, such as the electronic density and Laplacian of the proton donor bond (C-H).